Misrepresentation: The police department is not giving you this
ticket. Safelight Cary, a private company is.

5 Amendment Violation: You have the right not to incriminate yourself. Cary Town
Code Sec. 34-303 violates the 5th Amendment.

Violation of NC Constitution Article IX and NCGS 155C-437: Cary pays Redflex, a private
business, 90% of gross collections. By 2008, Cary collected $ 3,423,426.00 but
$3,033,340.00 went to Redflex. Only about 9% went to Wake County Public Schools. Cary
recently changed "Safelight Cary" to "Redflex Enforcement Office", using the word
"enforcement" in order to disguise the violation of NCGS 155C-437. There is a difference
between collection fees and enforcement costs. In Shavitz vs. City of High Point, High Point
had to pay the Guilford County School District the same kind of collection fees that Cary is
presently handing over to Redflex. In an attempt to get away with this, Cary has redefined
the word "clear proceeds", but the redefinition violates NC Constitution Article IX and NCGS
155C-437.

5th Amendment Violation:
others.

You have the right not to incriminate yourself or

Violations of the Laws of Physics. Engineering Problems: A type I dilemma zone is a region on the road
where, if you are in it when the light turns yellow, no matter whether you choose to stop or go, you will run a
red light. Currently 3 of the 17 red light camera intersections have straight-thru movement yellow light
durations that confront you with a type I dilemma zone. All 17 intersections have left and right turn
movement yellow arrows that confront you with a type I dilemma zone. Additionally since Cary adds no
margin of error and sets its yellows to the bare bones minimum, Cary creates type II dilemma zones at all
intersections for all movements. A type II dilemma zone is a region on the road where, though a solution
is possible, it is not clear to the reasonably perceptive driver what it is.

Violation of Legal Precedent. Running a red
light has always been prosecuted as a criminal
misdemeanor. Cary prosecutes running a red
light in Code 34-303 as a civil case to avoid
giving you your 5th and 6th Amendment rights.
The 5th and 6th Amendments are for criminal
cases, not civil cases.
6 Amendment Violation. There are no witnesses,
but you have the right to make your accuser
present witnesses against you.
Brad Hudson is a perjurer. Hudson does not
review or inspect the vast majority, if any, of
the recorded images before issuing the
citations. Hudson proved this when he
ticketed at least 31 drivers for running blinking
yellow lights in the summer of 2011.

5th Amendment
Violation

Brad Hudson is a not a police officer. Hudson
retired many years ago. Under Section 1.20
of the Redflex-Cary contract, "potential
violators will be evaluated by sworn police
officers" of the Town of Cary. Hudson is
impersonating a police officer, a federal
offense.
Hudson is also the man who signs the verdicts
after the accused defends himself at an
administrative hearing. The accused never
reads of the conclusions of the panelists
themselves, only the verdict signed by the
accuser.
The accuser is the judge.

Capricious: Cary Town Code 34-303's premise
is that the owner of the vehicle is sufficient
evidence that the owner is driving the car. But
this example citation proves otherwise. This
citation is for a vehicle whose driver was not the
owner. It is not sufficient evidence. Reality
invalidates the 34-303's premise, making the
Town Code illegal.
5th Amendment Violation

Incorrect. Town of Cary Code 34-303c3 does not require
that you identify a driver or that the identified driver must
accept responsibility. All you have to do is write a affidavit
to the mayor saying, "It was not me".

Tainted Video Evidence: Redflex cameras produce
foreign PAL-formatted videos which are incompatible
with American display devices. The American video
player has to add special effects. In the end,16.6% of
what you see on such a video did not really happen.

The Accuser Issues the Verdicts
The hearing panel transfers control over
all its verdicts, assuming it makes any,
to Brad Hudson. Hudson sends you his
verdict. The panel also limits your
defense to 5 minutes as commanded by
Redflex.

Violation of the 14th Amendment: Cary is violating
due process. It is not a "bond". Cary charges $50
to buy a hearing to defend yourself. Cary calls the
fee a "business process". There is no legal
precedent for it.

Violation of the 6th Amendment: Your right to an
impartial jury vanished. The Town's Hearing Board
consists of employees of the Town of Cary. The Town
of Cary is your accuser, your jury and your executioner.
Cary also makes money from every execution.

